
Preferred Partner

PRODUCt cAtaLoGue



Haworth curates and collaborates with a group of preferred partners 
to offer a wide portfolio of ancillary products which enables us to 

meet every clients needs across the total floor-plate.

Products offered by the preferred partners range from, compactors, 
power and data receptacles, cable management, outdoor furniture, 

public seating, loose furniture, etc.

Seating
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A new type of chair, inspired by the tradition of iron wire chairs, 
coming up with an elegant and light-weight structure: highly 
contemporary suspended architecture.

Kobi
by Patrick Norguet

“TABU” uses the most advanced technology available:
that of NATURE, and another: that of man …the Robot,
To shape the gifts of the EARTH to meet the needs of man.
To plant an organically modified seed to create a chair…
Not so much a chair but a grain! A grain of the future.
“To synthesize nature in order to naturalize industry”

“To recover the sense of Authenticity, Beauty and Goodness”

TABU is a metaphor of truth.

Tabu
by Eugeni Quitllet
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A product of technical complexity, it offers a body-hugging seat, 
remarkable good looks and equally good stability. 
The challenge confronting the French designer was to reduce 
the thicknesses of the chair as much as possible without 
compromising its physical resistance. 

So, the assembled legs, frame and shell create an impression of 
extreme lightness from a formal viewpoint. 
Kayak is available in natural or dark stained oak, walnut and in 
some stains colour finishes of more intense tones such as coral or 
sage green, as well as pastel shades. 

Kayak
by Patrick Norguet

This comfortable upholstered chair available in a range fabrics or 
leathers, offered in the more formal tindari version and the more 
welcoming taormina design, with arms. Tindari and taormina 
both feature a padded shell made from techno polymer with 
flexible polyurethane foam designed for a soft seat, with fully 
removable covers.

Tindari
by Alfredo Häberli
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Based on the concept of segesta, taormina armchairs have 
a frame available with various finishes and shapes. Stacking 
chairs, comfortable armchairs, rocking chairs and on castors with 
adjustable height and swivel base are variants that, for shape 
and function, lend themselves to indoor use, for both home or 
contract.

Taormina Trestle
by Alfredo Häberli

In the Sand project coexists characteristics that hardly can be 
combined in a single chair: refined aesthetics, great comfort, 
lightness and sturdiness.
Stacking chair with die-cast aluminium frame. Available also in 
covered version. Also for outdoor use in some finishings.

Sand
by  Pocci + Dondoli
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Chair with a versatile personality. Simple yet determined lines, 
essential but soft appearance.
Chair with body in integral polyurethane  containing  a steel 
frame. Steel legs. The lersion with lacquered legs is also for 
outdoor use.

Koki
by  Pocci + Dondoli

The Wok barstool possesses a mix of very interesting functional 
characteristics. Comfortable and adjustable in height.
Swivelling barstool with  gas elevation, with or without castors.

Wok
by  Pocci + Dondoli
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A delicate yet ergonomic stool that combines harmoniously with 
two different frames: the steel rod base is essential and filiform, 
while the swivelling height adjustable version has a base made of 
die-cast aluminium. Stool with seat in glossy white or black nylon. 
barstool with chromed steel rod structure. 

Swivelling barstool available with fixed height or with adjustable 
height with gas elevation. Base in die-cast aluminium, tube and 
foot-rest in chromed steel. Version with or without concealing 
castors.

Flan
by  Pocci + Dondoli

Light, agile and comfortable, the Ike chair is a passepartout 
that easily integrates with  every kind of table. It is stackable, 
combining practicality and functionality with a discreet and 
essential design.
Tubular steel frame, seat in polyurethane or eco-leather.

Ike
by  Victor Vasilev
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“Comfortable, cosy, pure. Four thin aluminium legs sustain wide 
upholstered seat and backrest, able to convey through their 
shape a sensation of attractive comfort that draws you to seat on”. 
- Piergiorgio Cazzaniga 

Padded chair covered with removable fabric, leather or eco-
leather. Legs in die-cast aluminium.

Nara
by  Piergiorgio Cazzaniga

Stacking chairs. Solid wood frames and double paneled plywood 
backs. An upholstered panel is available for the seat (SU).

Mixis
by Mario Ferrarini
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Four wooden legs 4W, in solid oak wood. Steel metal frame 
support 5mm, powder-coated.

Pola-R-4W
by LC Design

Stacking chairs. Solid wood frames and plywood seat and backs. 
An upholstered panel is available for the seat (SU).

Kira RS
by Mario Ferrarini
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Stool. Steel frame with height adjustable system. Seat 
upholstered (SU).

Otto HA
by Mario Ferrarini

Chair. Seat in solid wood and plywood backrest, upholstered. 
Chrome plated sled base or 4 legs in solid beech, oak and 
American walnut. Available also swivel, on castors (SW) or on 
cross (4X).

Axel R
by Enrico Franzolini
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Stacking chair. Chrome plated 4 legs, high resilient steel frame, 
shell in laminate (LS), wood veneered (VS), fully upholstered (FU) 
or seat upholstered (SU).

Alis R/4L
by Ludovica + Roberto Palomba

Stacking Chair. Shell in fiberglass reinforced nylon. Available with 
four legs (4L) in chromed (CH) or lacquered powder coated steel 
(LQ) with cataphoresis treatment. Available in stainless steel (SS) 
AISI 316. Suitable for outdoor use.

Nett R/4L
by Ton Haas
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Collection characterized by the workings of the wooden parts 
and the parts covered in fabric that are bounded by minimal 
wooden profiles. The bevels of the wooden parts lighten the 
product, while retaining strength and solidity.

Tiptap
by Perin Claudio

The Pourparler collection is designed to multiply space: a seating 
series with revolutionary new proportions, perfect for hallways 
and waiting rooms. Pourparler is designed to offer total comfort 
in any situation. It is inviting and fits easily into any space,thanks 
to design solutions that combine practicality with softness. This 
deep, wide chair is available with or without armrests, stool 
and lounge armchair, and the upholstery and materials can be 
completely customized. 

Pourparler
by Claudio Perin
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The design of the chair Frantz dates back to the revolution in the 
history of bentwood chair created in the 19th century. Frantz 
reorganizes the bond component; the legs of the chair pass 
through the seat and connect harmoniously back, changing the 
common layout and highlighting the lightness of the chair and 
the overhang of the back.

Frantz
by Producks Design Studio

A small and easy cafe chair designed so that parts can help each 
other to form a strong and visually exciting whole. That is a multi-
purpose chair that is both suspensionable, stackable, and also 
have abilities for coupling, that can fit into most home and public 
spaces. A multi-purpose seating with structure in beech wood 
and upholstered in fabric and/or leather. The seat can be made 
also entirely of wood. 

Yelly
by Markus Johansson
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The inserts in Corian and / or fabric, in a strongly geometric 
structure in sections of the wood and the shape of the seat 
and backrest are the predominant elements in this collection 
Myshoes, designed by Paolo Martinig. 

Myshoes
by Paolo Martinig Design

Seat entirely of wood with a large wrap-around backrest and 
working details with rounded. 

Popsicle
by Markus Johansson
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Let the popular traditional Swedish stick back chair blend with 
soft upholstered textiles. Harlequin is crafted at the crossroads 
of two different worlds, one pragmatic and sturdy, the other all 
comfort and joy. The piece seems almost to emanate from the 
world of theater replete with richness of patterns. The seats is 
made in beechwood or ash and upholstered in fabric and/or 
leather. This is an exuberant meeting of different materials, which 
with the comfort and the details all results in a lively experience 
that is suited both for home and contract. 

Harlequin
by Markus Johansson

Gap is a chair that integrates the strength and charisma of wood
with the luxury and comfort of an upholstered chair. As we tend
to wood as a solid, robust material, Gap presents a different
approach and creates balance, harmony and lightness by
disconnecting the backrest and the seat allowing air to come
through.

Gap
by Producks Design Studio
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Olio Dining chair is a classic piece of high craftsmanship and
quality with a soft elegance of high end upholstery textiles.
Principals like wood, fabrics, lightness and eternity set the group
rules for the design, the final result is an elegant dinning chair
that can be used in a residence, hospitality areas and restaurant
markets equally.

Olio
by Producks Design Studio

Nest follows its own name, by a principal of design where each
part of the chair depends(rests) on the part that lies beneath it,
the elegant and honest design sets it apart as a tranquil balanced
chair that can be used almost anywhere.

Nest
by Producks Design Studio
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Lounge

The gran kobi collection evolves naturally with the introduction 
of a wider base to allow for new uses. 

Gran kobi is a generously proportioned, low-slung armchair. 
A most versatile seat, perfect for a relaxing break.
Ideal for use in domestic lounges and public waiting rooms, 
or even in informal office contexts, gran kobi is conducive to a 
relaxed attitude and guarantees maximum comfort. 

Gran Kobi
by  Patrick Norguet
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Softer than steel is a poetic and delicate collection consisting of 
benches, a chair, small tables, and a coat stand. By adding flipped, 
bent and wrapped details to metal sheets and rods, the ordinarily 
hard metal gain new functionality and a light, flexible feel, as 
though the metal has become paper or cloth.

Bench in metal sheet whit bent back and rod steel legs, matte 
white lacquered.

Softer than Steel
by Nendo

Cape 801
by Daniel Debiasi & Federico Sandri

A soft, wide seat is embraced by a padded shell made of 
generous volumes that thin altering the perception of the object. 
The outer surface hides an inner softness that suggests comfort  
The seams emphasize the contours of the body with a change of 
color coordinated with the finish of basis . The solid wood legs are 
lightened by a clean cut and maintains the natural wood finish . 
Proportions , geometry and details define a new family elegance 
for an autonomous object but able to relate to different contexts 
home and contract . CAPE The family grows in lounge chair , sofa 
and armchair dining . 
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This single sofa has two types, including w830×d895×h625 with 
fixed foot, and w760×d820×h625 rotatable foot, so as to be 
competitable with various environment.    

It is suitable for public space like leisure lounge area and 
reception hall.

Ader Sofa
This sofa with fixed foot has three types including single person 
sofa, two person sofa and three person sofa. it is also available 
with smaller size, which is w760×d660×h700 with rotatable foot 
for different environment.    
    
It is suitable for public space like leisure lounge area, reception 
hall and conference area.

Hug Sofa
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It is suitable for public space like leisure lounge area and 
reception hall.

Moira Sofa
The back of the sofa is manufactured by bending wood together 
with leisure and  compact design. No armrest design eliminates 
width limitation. It is suitable for all kinds of public leisure areas. 

Shirley Sofa
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It is suitable for conference space sitting. Horizontally adjustable 
seat helps reducing stiffness caused by long time sitting. 
Additional rotatable writing pad can be attached to this chair 
allowing this chair to be used for taking notes during conference.

Wei Sitting
In a constantly changing society in which we often find ourselves 
in different situations that requires different solutions to achieve 
in different contexts. Interiors and furnishings must be flexible 
and multi-purpose to adapt to different times of the day. These 
are the reasons why Gabbiano was conceived and created. 
Gabbiano is an innovative and peculiar couch with extreme 
flexibility. It allows it to be used within different environments, 
situations and in more than one way. From a domestic to an 
office or contact ambient. It gives to the user the possibility to 
use it in several ways: high back and high armrests, and both low 
back and low armrests. All these different conditions lead to the 
creation of two peculiar situations of privacy both obtained by 
means of a simple gesture through a zip which link the arm to the 
backrest.

STRUCTURE FRAME: The structure of the seat , backrest and the 
armrest, are all composed by a rectangular steel tube. Into the 
structure of the seat are stretched elastic straps whichpermit the 
coach to be more comfortable. 

Gabbiano
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Lepod sofa as a combination of artistic quality and interest, the 
sofa is of tubular base with soft cushions creating a firm but soft 
feeling. The unique high wall back structure, provide convenience 
for private or small group to discuss confidential information 
in close space. H-shape leg and the inclination of sofa body, 
making the whole sofa sends out a contemporary sense of 
fashion and personality. It is suitable for the urban  public 
environment,business meetings,leisure etc. and in the limited 
interior space to create a relatively comfortable setting with 
closed privacy. It brings you an unexpected, yet understandable 
chic experience.

Lepod
Phone XL is a single-seater intended for public areas for 
example, an office space. When placing a couple of these Phone 
XL in the work space, it is for anyone who wants to make a 
private telephone call clearly without distractions. Phone XL, is 
constructed in such a way that it damps the sound what comes 
from outside as well as from the inside.

The phone XL is made of wood, upholstered with Cashmere and 
it has a power plug to provide power to your mobile phone.

PhoneXL
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MysticT also called the T word puzzle, is a kind of product that 
looks like a jigsaw puzzle from the Han traditional intellectual 
toys. MysticT is composed of 4 pieces of irregular shapes which 
is divided into by a rectangle (the puzzle uppercase character 
“one”). There are different sizes of right-angle , isosceles right-
angled triangle and concave pentagon. The interior angle of 
those polygon in addition to right angle, there are 45°, 135°and 
270°angle.

MyticT
Pig is a nice zoomorphic looking pouf. It can be used in a large 
range of situationsthanks to its simple but elegant shape that can 
be coated in leather or fabric. 

Pig is a multipurpose pouf; lifting the upper half it becomes a tea 
table thanks to the elipsoidal plexiglass panel, under wich small 
objects and magazines can be placed.

Pig
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There is a house in everyone’s heart, where there is a cup of tea, 
chatting and imagination. A house carrying our dream’s and 
making our jobs as comfortable as a way of life.

House series, integrates in daily work communicating, sharing, 
thinking and leisurely working in a relaxed way. HOUSE let’s you 
find the feeling of home at work!

House
This unique and beautiful chair, by the top Dutch designer Erik 
Couzy, is truly a work of art. The chair is inspired by a sports car, 
but it is far more than that. The back of the chair is perhaps even 
more special -- where it is open to reveal an artistic tension. 
By walking around the chair you will discover an interesting 
interplay of lines, which seems to change constantly...

Vasca
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For the waiting area and the meeting room Olga is program of 
seating composed from chair, armchair, stool and lounge chair. 
The cushion is composed from different density of cutted foam. 
It is completed by a steel tube structure, diameter 16, on which 
rests the body of seat giving the impression of lightness and big 
comfort.

The idea comes out from the necessity to have a family of 
upholstery seating for indoor and outdoor, just changing the 
fabric.

Olga
C-1 E comes in 2 versions of top finishes, one in marble and the 
other in corian, the shell is in two boned fiberglass with honey 
comb structure inside supported by 4 aluminum legs and comes 
with a range of colours of exquisite paint and top for selection.
Dim.: 701(W) x 664(D) x 931(H)

C-1E
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LC-011 comes in two versions, one in one-piece-formed die-
cast aluminium, using aerospace aluminium alloy with natural 
polished aluminium finishes, and the other in two boned 
fiberglass shells finish with a range of colours of exquisite paint 
for selection.
Dim.: 620 (W) x 970 (D) x 820 (H)

LC-011

Tables
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By combining the three traditional materials of wood, glass and 
metal, Alfredo Häberli has put his name to ago table, a pioneering 
project whose impacting graphical signature reinterprets the 
great classics of Scandinavian design in a more contemporary 
key. 

The unquestioned protagonist of this table is its technical 
structure which, as well as contributing to define the aesthetic 
content, also allows for considerable flexibility. 

Ago
by Alfredo Häberli

The main purpose of the atlas collection is based on one single 
concept of legs in conic white and grey stove enamelled steel. 
Tables and small tables are developed with the same structure, 
on a round or cross base, with tops available in different shapes 
and dimensions, made of aluminium with laminate or veneered 
in different wood finishes including the new canaletto nut one.

Atlas Table
by  Jasper Morrison
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The three-leg structure in die-cast aluminium, polished or 
stove enamelled, is the main idea of this collection, consisting 
of armchairs and stools, with seat in Viennese cane, tables 
with top in wood or in clear crystal glass. The aesthetic and 
functional features make each piece ideally suited for a variety of 
applications, in the home or the home office.

Tree Table
by  Paolo Rizzatto

Perfect for any interior or building, whether public or private, 
historical or modern, the tables of the frame collection feature 
essential design and great formal lightness. The different versions 
have a structure in die-cast aluminium and rectangular tops 
available in various finishes: tempered glass, sandwich glass, 
anodised aluminium alloy, laminate, or a range of wood veneers.

Frametable, in its original folding version, is light-weight but 
stable; its folding mechanism gives the table an unusual aesthetic 
value. Frametable folding simply ensures outstanding flexibility 
of function as well as acquiring unusual decorative qualities 
when leant against a wall with its legs folded.

Frametable
by  Alberto Meda
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The refined touch of Ron Gilad enters the Alias collection, for 
which the Israeli designer has developed the concept of the basic 
four-legged table. 

His talent for conceptual synthesis, coupled with an ironic spirit, 
materializes in a collection of pared-down, abstract geometric 
shapes, in which the table corner – interpreted as a structural 
element – is magically emptied and almost stripped of its 
consistency, giving way to an enigmatic shape, an empty space 
outlined by colour. 

Tavolo Zero
by  Ron Gilad

New look for the table 25, Compasso d’Oro 2014, whose 
essential and avant-garde line, combined with the texture of 
hand spreaded concrete creates a very refined contrast. Table 
with top made of a composite material and steel legs section 
25x25, completely covered in the new finishes black or grey luna 
concrete spreaded by hand with broad knife.

Table with 25 mm thickness top made of composite material 
covered with resin, wood or concrete paste. Legs with 25x25 
section in lacquered steel, ossidiana or concrete paste finishing.

25
by  Fattorini + Rizzini + Partners
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The project concept of the Helsinki series is so precise and strong  
as to continually allow new directions for this collection. 
A great variety of dimensions, finishes, accessories and materials 
give rise to a large family that discreetely enters every  space of 
home, office, public areas and outdoors.
Tables and small tables with steel frame in different finishes and 
tops in glass, wood or ceramic.

Helsinki
by  Caronni + Bonanomi

In the table Ike the Ikebana style union between essentiality and 
luxuriant  nature results in a simple base from which germinate 
tubes that support the top like  a vine.
Steel frame and top in layered laminate, available in three 
different heights.

Ike Table
by  Victor Vasilev
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Pluri-awarded table and iconic piece, where the pleasant 
combination of geometric volumes creates an essential yet 
special product.  Available in round and elliptical versions.
Base in rigid polyurethane available in lacquered or materic 
finishings. Tops in glass, ceramic or MDF.  Available in indoor and 
outdoor versions.

Clay
by  Marc Krusin

Magically suspended between earth and sky, Element goes 
beyond the mere function to take a prominent place as a 
sculpture in an environment. A project that is particularly 
complex from the engineering perspective, in which all Desalto’s 
skill and experience in the working of metals are expressed. 

Table with steel frame, tops in lacquered metal, MDF, wood or 
concrete finishing.

Element
by  Tokujin Yoshioka
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Collection of small tables, inspired by the honeycomb. Pure 
and rigorous forms to which are added details executed with 
meticulous precision. The various dimensions and heights allow 
combinations and overlaps to respond to the most diverse 
requirements of use.

Frame in lacquered steel or matte ossidiana, tops in glass or metal 
sheet. 

Hexagon
by  Tokujin Yoshioka

The young bestseller Clay table reduces its dimensions but keeps 
its discreet charm and its strong personality unchanged, adding a  
sophisticated elegance all around.
Small table with base in rigid polyurethane with lacquered or 
materic finishings. Round top in glass, ceramic or MDF. For indoor 
and outdoor use.

Mini Clay
by  Marc Krusin
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Organic and soft shapes for  these small tables characterized by 
sophisitcated but discreet details.
Tops in layered laminate or ceramic and lacquered base.

Mixit
by  Arik Levy

Organic and soft shapes for  these small tables characterized by 
sophisitcated but discreet details.
Tops in layered laminate or ceramic and lacquered base.

Helsinki 15
by  Caronni + Bonanomi
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Table. Frame in aluminium. Top in Werzalit. Powder coated. 
Suitable for outdoor use.

Nett T
by Ton Haas

Table. Frame and top in first choice european solid oak. Tops are 
finished by hand. Powder coated steel supports.

Madera
by Ludovica + Roberto Palomba
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Table. Satin chrome plated steel frame. Tops in veneered particle-
board.

Worktop
Mono 185
by Rodolfo Dordoni

Square or rectangular table. Solid wood frame. Tops in veneered 
panels with solid wood edges. Available in beech wood or oak.

Oxton 160
by Enrico Franzolini
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Side Table. Frame in plywood cylinders and plywood top 
veneered.

Bias 50
by Geckeler Michels 

Table totally wooden floor with rounded corners and details with 
machining rounded. 

Popsicle Table
by Markus Johansson
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Coffee tables with tops made of Corian® and decor designed by 
Andrea de Alimonda Mannentreu. The bases made of stainless 
steel can be finished in matte brushed, polished stainless steel, 
painted. The proposed sizes and finishes not preclude new 
demands on customer design. 

Mantha
by Andrea Alimonda De Mannentreu

Elite CEO Desk
This executive desk is designed for the president office. In terms 
of appearance, it has steady and balanced profile, combined 
with desktop that is made of modern zebra wood, the whole 
body is assembled from wood boards with 45 degree chamfer, 
and handleless design for all the cabinets. The board beneath 
the desktop with delicate carving improves the harmony of 
personalization design of the president office. We are devoted 
to holistic stylish president office design, by applying whole 
matched mix and match style, fulfilling the dream of the 
president, which is working in his own personalized space.
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Steel foot office table series.

The beauty curve design of Virtue Series, is the symbol of 
modern aesthetics, the integration of the wood veneer finishes 
& metal components which show the characteristic of firmness, 
resolution, simplicity and fluency.

Material Choice: Die cast zinc alloy table foot,white/black paint,or 

Virtue Desk

Modular
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Linear. Light. Of a rigorous elegance. Bookshelves as the tasteful 
backdrop of a home or office.
 
The architect-designer of Argentinean origin imagines a clean, 
extra-thin structure. Made from extruded aluminium, in the 
neutral hues of white, charcoal grey and anodised aluminium, it 
lets the books do the job of decorating the environment.
It can be assembled with maximum ease.

The structure can be equipped with containers, with tilt or sliding 
doors, and drawers, and is suitable for the installation of LEDs 
in the uprights, resulting in a subdued but highly suggestive 
scenographic effect.

Aline
by  Dante Bonuccelli

Thanks to the range of finishes and solutions, together with the 
very essential design, Armida interprets every kind of lifestyles. 
The structural design of the Armida allows the uprights to 
transfer weight to the floor enabling the system to support 
substantial loads. 

Bookshelf with frame in lacquered  drawn steel.

Armida
by Caronni + Bonanomi
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Extremely light and versatile modular system thanks to its 
aluminiun frame which allows high resistence and at the same 
time keeps thin shape.
Bookcase in extruded aluminium. Side panels provided wuith 
adjustable feet.

Fill
by Studio Ausenda Greco

Wave was inspired by the Ethiopian landscape, and the never 
ending roads surrounded by the communication towers. Wave is 
a homage to the antennas we saw there. A simple shape, but with 
a strong pure image. The magnetic dots of Wave are eye-caching, 
and give to the piece identity enough to be the funky element 
of any environment. Practical and beautiful, wave is a perfect 
partner.

Wave
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Ivan bookcase inspired by Pen Mountain, with its highly 
individual character design, combines modeling and 
functionality.It breakes traditional design elements and make the 
products’ design to achieve the purpose of the limited. 
Ivan is a practical parallel bookshelf, it can let a space looks more 
uniquely irregular with layered holders and a double sided design 
ensures that it can not only rely on a wall but also can be used 
as a partition. At the same time, its design can also play a role as 
a functional partition, users can separate the different types of 
books files area according to the size of the users content.

Ivan Vertical Filing 
Cabinet 2/3/4 
Drawers
Vertical filing cabinet, support A4 and F4 file storage,  equipped 
with anti-tilt system and adjustable foot caps, weight rated full 
extention ball bearing slides and central locking system, made 
from high quality cold rolled steel plate with epoxy powder 
coating.
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Lateral filing cabinet, support A4 and F4 file storage,  equipped 
with anti-tilt system and adjustable foot caps, weight rated full 
extention ball bearing slides and central locking system, made 
from high quality cold rolled steel plate with epoxy powder 
coating.

Lateral Filing 
Cabinet 2/3/4 
Drawers

Planter Box 
Filing Cabinet
Planter box with perforation holes designed to fit on top of our 
filing cabinet.
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Swing door cupboard, support A4 and F4 file storage, equipped 
with adjustable foot caps, doors are fitted with 3 point lock and 
vertical bar behind the doors for extra durability, made from high 
quality cold rolled steel with  epoxy powder coating.

Half/Full Height 
Swing Door 
Cupboard

Half/Full Height 
Sliding Door 
Cupboard

Sliding door cupboard, support A4 and F4 file storage, equipped 
with adjustable foot caps, equipped with adjustable foot caps, 
smooth sliding movement, made from high quality cold rolled 
steel with  epoxy powder coating.
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Glass sliding door cupboard , support A4 and F4 file storage, 
equipped with adjustable foot caps, smooth sliding movement, 
made from high quality cold rolled steel with  epoxy powder 
coating.

Half/Full Height 
Glass Sliding 
Door Cupboard

Open shelf cupboard ,support A4 and F4 file storage, equipped 
with adjustable foot caps, made from high quality cold rolled 
steel with  epoxy powder coating.

Half/Full Height 
Open Shelf 
Cupboard
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ABS tambour door cupboard, Support A4 and F4 file storage, 
durable ABS slats tambour door, equipped with adjustable foot 
caps, comes with 1 adjustable shelf to make 2 openings, the 
option of aluminum slats with colours that can be matched 
exactly to the colour of the body, various accessories are available 
to maximize storage efficiency

ABS Tambour 
Door Cupboard

Planter Box for 
Cupboard
Planter box with perforation holes designed to fit on top of our 
cupboard.
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File dividers availabe as accessory for tambour door cupboard, it 
is fitted at the bottom of the shelves with dividers.

Shelf Divider for 
Tambour Door 
Cupboard

Desktop 
900/1200 Wide 
For Tambour 
Door Cupboard
Innovative sliding desktop availabe as accessories for tambour 
door cupboard, equipped with weight-rated full extension ball 
bearing slides.
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Innovative sliding drawers availabe as accessories for premium 
tambour door cupboard, drawers are equipped with weight-
rated full extension ball bearing slides.

Drawer 
900/1200 Wide 
for Tambour 
Door Cupboard

Lateral Frame 
900/1200 Wide 
for Tambour 
Door Cupboard
Sliding lateral frame avalible as accessories for premium tambour 
door cupboard, enable storage of lateral files, equipped with 
weight-rated full extension ball bearing slides.
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Mobile 2-in-1 caddy, pencil/box/file drawers + open shelf/ABS 
tambour door, support A4 and F4 file storage, equipped with 
weight-rated castors and full extension ball bearing slides for all 
drawers, 1 adjustable shelf with 2 openings, key lock for security, 
increased frame’s structural stability.

Caddy with 
Open Shelf / 
ABS Tambour 
Door

Mobile Pedestal 
Cabinet - Box 
File/Box Box File

Mobile pedestal cabinet, support A4 and F4 file storage, comes 
with pencil tray, equipped with weight-rated castors and full 
extension ball bearing slides for all drawers, anti tilt system 
security, fifth castor to support lower drawer weight, increased 
frame’s structural stability, available option of key lock or 
combination lock.
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Made from high quality cold rolled steel plate with epoxy powder 
coating, doors are fitted with a lock and ventilation louvers for 
improved air-flow, label holder incorporated into door for easy 
identification, equipped with adjustable foot caps.

1/2/4/6 
Compartments 
Locker

800 Series 
Wardrobe
Made from cold rolled steel with epoxy powder coating, door 
staples for personal padlock, comes with adjustable foot caps & 
cloth hanging rod, ventilation holes for improved air-flow.
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Made from cold rolled steel with epoxy powder coating, full 
length vertical section welded centrally in door for extra strength 
and security, 3 point locking system, comes with adjustable foot 

900 Series 
Wardrobe

600 Series 
Wardrobe Type 
A/B
Made from cold rolled steel with epoxy powder coating, full 
length vertical section welded centrally in door for extra strength 
and security,key lock for security, comes with adjustable foot caps 
& cloth hanging rod.
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High quality library shelves, 5 shelves with 6 openings, shelf 
uniform distributed loading capacity of 30KG,  all-welded frames 
for superior stability and strength, each shelving unit can stand 
alone or attach to other units, increased frame’s structural 
stability, comes with adjustable foot caps.

Library Single/
Double Sided 
Rack

Hand Push 
Mobile 
Compactor
Innovative hand push mobile compactor that optimize storage 
space, manufactured from cold rolled steel with epoxy powder 
coating, sit-on platform technology that requires no drilling on 
the floor during installation, no pre-levelling on the floor during 
installation as our compactors are equipped with adjustable 
foot caps that preserves floor level, adjustable foot caps are 
adjustable from top & side. Compactors are also equipped with 
heavy duty track nylon bearing wheel, weight rated shelves, key 
lock and anti-tilt for safety and security. Compactors are modular 
& expandable by joining tracks. Add-on accessories are also 
available.
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Sliding lateral frame avalible as add-on accessories, enable 
storage of lateral files, equipped with weight-rated full extension 
ball bearing slides.

Hand Push 
Mobile 
Compactor - 
Lateral Frame

Hand Push 
Mobile 
Compactor - 
Drawer
Innovative sliding drawers availabe as add-on accessories, 
drawers are equipped with weight-rated full extension ball 
bearing slides.
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Durable accessories available as add-on accessories for hand 
push mobile compactor, swing doors are fitted with 3 point lock 
and vertical bar behind the doors for durability

Hand Push 
Mobile 
Compactor - 
Swing Door

Mechanical 
Mobile 
Compactor - 
Drawer
Innovative mechanical mobile compactor that optimize storage 
space, manufactured from cold rolled steel with epoxy powder 
coating, sit-on platform technology that requires no drilling on 
the floor during installation, no pre-levelling on the floor during 
installation as our compactors are equipped with adjustable foot 
caps that preserves floor level, adjustable foot caps are adjustable 
from top & side. Compactors are also equipped with heavy duty 
track nylon bearing wheel, weight rated shelves with support 
channel ,key lock & safety lock for safety and security. Strong 
mechanism that can pull up to 8 bays deep. Compactors are 
modular & expandable by joining tracks. Add-on accessories are 
also available.
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Innovative sliding desktop availabe as add-on accessories, 
equipped with weight-rated full extension ball bearing slides.

Mechanical 
Mobile 
Compactor - 
Desktop

Mechanical 
Mobile 
Compactor - 
Lateral Frame
Sliding lateral frame avalible as add-on accessories, enable 
storage of lateral files, equipped with weight-rated full extension 
ball bearing slides.
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Cloth hanging rod that allows you to hang your clothes and 
increase the usage of our compactor. Available as add on 
accessories.

Mechanical 
Mobile 
Compactor - 
Cloth Hanging 
Rod

Mechanical 
Mobile 
Compactor - 
Drawer
Innovative sliding drawers availabe as add-on accessories, 
drawers are equipped with weight-rated full extension ball 
bearing slides.
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Durable accessories available as add-on accessories for 
mechanical mobile compactor, swing doors are fitted with 3 
point lock and vertical bar behind the doors for durability

Mechanical 
Mobile 
Compactor - 
Swing Door

Power & Data
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NETBOX Axial is a built-in power & data unit in aluminium finish 
which closes flat against the mounted surface

Netbox Axial

NETBOX Axial Comfort is a built-in power & data unit in 
aluminium finish and fitted with spring-supported cover

Netbox Axial 
Comfort
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NETBOX Axial is a built-in power & data unit in aluminium finish 
which closes flat against the mounted surface

Netbox Line
NETBOX MEB-K is a built-in power & data unit for seating furniture 
applications.

Netbox MEB-K
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NETBOX Move is a  built-in power & data unit in aluminum and 
plastic finish, fitted with push-and-pull features

Netbox Move
NETBOX Point is a built-in power and data unit for installation in 
80mm grommet

Netbox Point
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NETBOX Point-Q is a built-in power & data unit for sofa 
accessories and cushion applications

Netbox Point-Q
NETBOX Rail is a built-in power and data unit in aluminum finish 
for thin panel systems

Netbox Rail
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NETBOX Rail+ is a built-in power and data unit in aluminum finish 
for front mounting on panels.

Netbox Rail+
NETBOX Rail is a built-in power and data unit in aluminum finish 
for thin panel systems

Netbox Turn
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NETBOX Turn Comfort is a built-in power & data unit in 
aluminium finish with the help of a spring-supported mechanism

Netbox Turn 
Comfort NETBOX Focus is a detachable desktop mounted power & data 

unit in aluminium finish

Netbox Focus
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Highly flexible and easy to relocate Power strips or G-clamp 
allows unit to be installed anywhere on table-top surface. 
Customizable into various configurations. Direct access to power 
and data modules. Comes with built-in starter or connector cable 
in varying sizes.

Netbox Global

Netbox Profilebox-C is a detachable desktop mounted power & 
data unit in aluminum finish

Netbox 
Profilebox-C
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NETBOX M is a standard power & data unit in plastic finish which 
comes fitted with detachable frame

Netbox-M

Height Adjustable



JC35TF-D8 (Bench) JC35TF-ED3 (Bench)

Dynamic load push:1000N each side   
Leg dimention: 70x70mm(3 segments)                   
Input:110 or 230V
Speed: 35mm/s                                          
Lowest position: 623mm                         
Highest position 1273mm                    
The long beam have 3 sizes for selection                  
1220mm beam for table top length: 
≤1600mm 

Dynamic load push:1000N each side   
Leg dimention: Φ70mm (3 segments)                  
Input 110 or 230V
Speed: 35mm/s                                          
Lowest position: 623mm                         
Highest position 1273mm  
The long beam have 3 sizes for 
selection                  
1220mm beam for table top length: 
≤1600mm 

1520mm beam for table top 
length: 1700-1800mm 
1720mm beam for table top 
length: 1800-2000mm 
The short & long beam tube 
dimention: 60x60mm

1520mm beam for table top 
length: 1700-1800mm 
1720mm beam for table top 
length: 1800-2000mm 
The short & long beam tube 
dimention: 60x60mm

JC35TH2-Electric JC35TH-2-SY01-Manual

Dynamic load push: 800N   
Leg dimention: 70x70mm(2-segments) 
Input: 110 or 230V
Speed: 20mm/s
Lowest position:700mm                         
Highest position:1150mm

Dynamic load push  700N 
Speed: 9mm/s                                                           
Lowest position 700mm                         
Highest position 1160mm     
Recommended table top size: 
length:1200~1800mm
depth: 600~800mm  



Dynamic load push:1000N   
Leg dimention: Φ70mm (3 segments)
Input: 110 or 230V  
Speed: 35mm/s                                    
Lowest position:623mm                        
Highest position:1273mm                   
Recommended table top size: 
length:1200~1800mm
depth: 600~800mm

JC35TH3-Electric JC35TH-3-SY01-Manual

Dynamic load push  900N  
Leg dimention: 75x75mm (3-segments)                  
Input: 110 or 230V  
Speed: 20mm/s                                        
Lowest position 590mm                         
Highest position 1210mm   
Recommended table top size: 
length:1200~1800mm
depth: 600~800mm

Dynamic load push: 700N     
Speed: 9mm/s                                                       
Lowest position 700mm                         
Highest position 1160mm   
Recommended table top size: 
length:1200~1800mm
depth: 600~800mm       

JC35TS-D8 JC35TS-ED3

Dynamic load push:1000N 
Leg dimention: 70x70mm(3 segments)                    
Input: 110 or 230V 
Speed: 35mm/s                                        
Lowest position: 623mm                         
Highest position:1273mm                   
Recommended table top size: 
length:1200~1800mm
depth: 600~800mm



JC35TT-D8 JC35TT-ED3

Dynamic load push:1500N   
Leg dimention: 70x70mm(3 segments)                    
Input 110 or 230V   
Speed: 35mm/s                                       
Lowest position: 623mm                         
Highest position 1273mm                  
Recommended table top size: 
length:1200~1800mm
depth: 600~800mm

Dynamic load push: 1500N    
Leg dimention: Φ70mm (3 segments)                 
Input: 110 or 230V
Speed: 35mm/s                                          
Lowest position: 623mm                         
Highest position 1273mm                     
Recommended table top size: 
length:1200~1800mm
depth: 600~800mm
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